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Develtpmental History of Economic Education
at Ashland College

Conscious encouragement in four major areas of societal

IF, a goal of Ashland College. The four areas of inter-

est include major tenets of Ar..erican Life. First, the church and

religion. one can be said to be-ttruly educated until he has

faced the problem cf his relationship with the infinite as we111

as the finite. 'Second, the family and social standards. Iarriage

retrains t..e basis of our social structure. Third, law and govern-

rent. '..'he need for regulations and the processes of legal action

'need be understood to maintain the for public office and

f:4Aizw.aLarcf72.otez-f..artielpatl.-art: J. 1.1 t.1, cc-no-MEET=

business. It is, important that as a peo le we define our economic

goals and understand how it is the total pi'oducAls brought about.

Relative to economic literacy, Ashland College took action

in 1962 to establish a Center for Business and Economic Education:

The Ashland (:enter, since its inception, has been affiliated with

the Ohio Council on Economic Education and the Joint Council on

Economic Education. As the second oldest Center in the state of

Ohio, the Ashland Center hosted the first National Conference of

the JCEE and its state and local affiliates'in 1969.

The Center's purpose is: "To provide a facility through

which Ashland College and the business community may join in an

effort to advance economic and business literacy."1 The areas. of

effort in this regard are:

1. Pre-Service Economic Education
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2. In-Service-Economic Education

3. Bupiness In-ServiCe Education

4. Business and Eccnomic Research, r
t,

The philosophy upon which the Center rests is tore than a

service agency to business or an attraction to students; it is a

funeans.ntal dealcation to the tenet of.friedcm - specifically free-

dom of Choide, freedom of enterprise, freedom to rise or fall by

one's judgement, one's productivity, and one's desire. It is

Asnland's position tnet the United States will rise or fall on the

competency and economic judgement of its people. Therefore, there

is a critical need to replace ignorance with understanding of:

The American economic order and how to function in it.

2. The American business structure and -how to produce in it.
,

-In the, short run,.optimum improvement iin economic literacy can

be achieved by teaching the `practicing teacher economics. An im-....-10
rtent step toward economics literacy may be made when the teacher

I, is able to erase such misunderstatding as reported from the follow--

ing study by R. B. McKenzie of Radford College:

"Children in the fourth and seventh grades were
found to have grossly distorted visions of the
economic life around them. Many thought that
the prices of most things they buy are controlled
by God, that the government owns most of the

1 nation's factories and stores and rations such
g'- things as bub4Ile gum, that everyone would be
better off if each individual had A-MachillEwnich
could print money,iandAthat a new house can, be
purcha1'for as' little as' $100.

Therefore, the Joint Councilkon Economic Education iA general and
NIA

Ashlagd College in specific sought practicing teacherslor instrttc-
,

tion. Ashland College,to date, has conducted f$fty twosin-service

,credit courses with 1089 participants from 1968 to 1976. These

.
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students receive undergraduate or graduate credit through an arrange-
,

rent with Ohio University. At this level 136,120 students are

reached annually by the instructed teachers from the Center. Extra-

p-dITIfIZE:of-thagiII4ures for the next ten Fars, with no increase,

should be an impressive 1,360,000 students.

er

The improver!ent in

r
economic literacy of the practicing teach-

herself is measured by the change rate in the tonally known

Test of Economic Understanding. For'example, in `l973 -74 in Holmes

Cc...nty Schcciis, Millersburg, Ohic the class showed a positive gain

c.-. 7.7 in the ream (raw score) and a positive gain of 8 Craw score)

in the median score. This is a 29.6% improvement withann_*3.ee

hour quarter course in economics.

From the beginning cf the economic education progAm of in-
,

service teachers at Ashland the teach+ng approach has been to com-

bine an educator and an economist. Thy economist presents the

discipline and the educator demonstrate methodology for the im-
.

plementation_of the material in the clas room. The economics

teaching in these inservice courses at hland has evolved sig-

nificantly over tie. In'the beginning,

teaching of'economics, where
O

traditional textbook

a basic principles book was assigned

techniquechapter by chapter for class discussion, was,used. This

was found to be inappropriate. Theloracticingteacher is anxious

to see the .immediate relevance of the materialto herself and to

her stude,nts as well as to learn the techniques pf application for

her personal classroom. As 4 result the teaching approach of the

economics has evolved to'include current issues as well as games

and simulations. All the while the educator, to instruct in

methods, has been and is currently being teamed with the economist

5



for the :in-service classes,
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The evolution of economics teaching at the Ashland Center in-

cludes not only the use of current issues, gars and simulations

tact a conceptpal approach to the entire discipline. The economic

identities of the 1961 Natofial Task oniForce on Ecoric EducatIi on

have been re- grouped ,for facility of teaching and learning. The

38 concepts identified by the Task Force for a minimal understand-_

ing_of economics for effacfive citizenship' are re-classified into

3 economic areas that fcllow a conceptual thread of deVelogoent.

The 8 concepts identified with 36 subdiVisions for natural inter-

reqatiGnshios and teaching needs are given on the next page.3

IA thd' appendix are the concept statements for each of the eight

"urbrella" conCeptsz.

Important work has been done by Ashland and othe4s in a var-

iety of in-service economic education programs for teachers. Now-

ever, it is time as E. S. Wallace of the University of Nebraska

pointed out in the Journal of Economic' Education:

"The bottleneck in the movement toward a more
economically enlightened citizenry appears to-
be the,inability thus far to upgrade sufficient-
ly the content knowledge of the teacher of eco-
nomics. The problem is not likely to be solved
by traditional in-service. programs, although
these should becontinued. Emphasis in the
decades ahead must shift to better pre-service
training but as yet there is little evidence of
such a change."4

. Current Research in Economic Education
at Ashland College

The hypothesis of thp current research in economic education

at ,the Ashland Center is: the level of economic literacy of both

the pre7service teacher and her students may be substantially



EtONOMIC CONCEPT UNITS

1. Role of specialization and me chanization for prCduction
1.1 Scarcity, the need fdr economizing
1.2 Economic production-conversion of resources into output2.3 Productive resourcaa-sfactors of production
1:4 Division of labor, specialization and exchange

Costs--opportunitv costs, money costs
1:onovoly, anti-trust laws

2 Role of alternative systems for income distribution
2.1 Coinparative economic systems
2.2 Economic security as a goal
2.3 Incomes as based on productivity
2.4 Real and money wages
2:5 Labor unions-collective bargaining

3. Role sf Price 4

3.1 remand determination and diminishing marginal utility3.2 S.:pply determination and diminishing returns3.3 Functions of price in rarket place

4. Consumer Problems
.4.1' Personal finance
4.2 Consumer spending problems
4.3 -Consumer savings plans

5. Role of savings and profit
5.1 Economic growth sources

. 5.2 Profit otiv
'5.3 Use of profits for investment
5.4 Savings are delayed consurption
5.5 Capital formatipn

6. Role of government
6.1 Aggregate demand and its components (consumer spending,

business spending on investment, government spending)6.2 GNP, National income, pgr capita income.
6.3 Business cycle, depression, inflation
6.4 Government budget, fiscal policy, public debt
6.5 Government' expenditures and taxes

7. Role of money and Federal Reserve System.
7.1 What is money and what is its use
7.2 Central bank=Federal Reserve System /
7.3 Money-bank creation through. bank

lending
7.4 Equation of exchange

8. Role of international trade. .

8.1 Balance of payments, balance 'of trade
8.2 International specialization
8.3 Comparative and absolute advantage
8.4 Tariffs
8.5 Problems in international trade j .

Concepts adapted from the study of minimai understanding of
economics for effective citizenship by the National Task Forceon Economic Education-1961.
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improved by a unified and total approach to the transmission of

knowledge tleeded.. The pre-service teacher needs to understand

not only 4concnics but also needs to understand methods for trans-,

'mission of that knowledge to her students. Therefore, the current

research attempts in one class the teaching of economics, the

teaching of methodology of teaching economics, and the practice

cf teaching economics in the classroom of the pre-service teachers'

students. Specifically the current research design on the Ashland,

carpus reacts as follows:5

A. COntrolled study to measure relative growth in economic under-
banding cf a sample class of pre-service teachers; and relative

econoric growth of the economic understanding taught by the
teachers to their students. All this compared to a like group
of pre-service teachers and their students taught in the tra-
ditional fashion of instruction and separateness of goals.
(Concepts to be taught by the pre-sel-vice teacher will be
assigned by the professor to cover all the basics of economics.
The sample class will share their economic teaching materials
and experiences with each other.)

B. The .folloWing is a unified and total approach'to the trans-
mission of knowledge:

Discipline 4- Methodology + Practice in
Understandings of teaching the.classroom

C. New Teaching Approach
Revolutionizing the textbook teaching of economics to pie-
service students to view economic man as a three part inter-
relationship: ,

.

Red - PERSONAL AND HOUSEHOLD FINANCE,
(Spending and savings program
of the household)

Blue - PRODUCER AND MANAGER OF PRODUCTION
(Producer of output .and
consumer of that output)

Black.- DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC PRODUCTION
(Spending and saving Ptograms-

. as a citizen' in his democratic
role)

$



PERSONAL AND HOUSEHOLD FINANCE

1. Personal ,budgeting
1.1 Use of coraslimcor credit

2. Consumer spending
2.1 Contracts
2.2 Advertising

.

ta

3. Consumer saving
3.1 Rates of return and risk
3.2 Social Security, unemployment insurance, old age

insurance and private security measures

PRODUCER AND MANAGER OF PRODUCTION

1. Economic specialization and business organization
1.1 Productive resources factors of production
1.2 Livision of labor, specialization and exchange
1.3 Economic productlon - conversion of resources into

output
1.4 Business forms - single proprietor, partnerships

corporation

2. The market in operation
2.1 Demand determinatien'and diminishing marginal

utility
2.2 Supply determination and diminishing returns
2.3 Business costs
2.4 Functions of price, in market'paace i*

3. Income distribution
3.1 Incomes as based on productivity
3.2 Real and money wages .

3.3 .Labor unions - colleCtive bargaining'
. .

DIRECTOR, OF PUBLIC PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION PROGRAMS

1. Aggregate denand (GNP, national income, per capita real
,income)
1.1 Consumer spending
1.2 Business investmentAuse ,of profits for investment

and delayed cprisumption for capital formation).
1.3 GOvernment budget, expenditures, and taxes.
1:4 International trade and its barriers;'balance of

payments, Comparative-and absolute advantage
a

2. Money and its use
, , ''221 *Cenral bank - Federal-peserve.Syttem

2.'2' Money-bank depdsits'and money creation through
bank lending

. - .

2.3 Equation of exchange*

9
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1/.4
InstructiorAl Materials (others to be added as needs are
observed). Thg.basi reference Book of the program would
be Basic Economic Prj.nciple's, Robert A. Lynn, McGraw-Hill
Look Company; New York, 1970. Suggested readings would
include:

8

Bowden, Elbert V., Economics Through Tile Looking Glass

Consumers Union, Consumers Buying Guide

Ohio State Bar Association, You acid the Law

Calderwood,
Economics
-Education
1970.

J. D., Lawrence, J. D., and Haher, J. E.
in thp,Curriculdm, Developmental Economic
Program, New York, John Wiley and Sons, Inc.,

State Department cf Education, Consumer Education,,
Colur;bus,,Ohio, 1975.

*Materials covered provide a minimum understanding of economics
for effective citizenship as adapted from the National Task
Force on Economic Education, 1961.

The experiment goal is to test the effectiveness of the,tri-

part approach to teaching bacic economics to education majors, by

'way %A four separate classes. Each section will consist of edu-

dation majors only. The rank:of the educatibn students will range

from freshmen to seniors and will include-both second,oary and elemen-
.

tary education majors.

The instruction for the first economic section, which will be

referred to as TreatMent 41 (Ti), Will be the traditional approach

used for beginning students at Ashland College. This instruction

is d lecture-discussion approach to macro- and microeconomics.
,

The'education students in this section may or may not have previous

instruction in educational te-chniqUes. Only the students who have

had'previous ipstruction in educational techniques will teach in the

public schools. These college students will teach a total'of

approximately nine hours over a three week period.6

10
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Instruction for the second section, Treatment '42 (T2), will

consist cf the lecture-discussion apprbach to economics pie in

struction on educational techniques r methods. None of the stu-

dents assigned to this section will have previous instruction

in, educational methods. All of the college students in this sec--

tion will teach in the public schools fox the same length of

tine as the students in section T1.

The method of instruction for the third, T3, section will be

the economic concepts approach. No instruction will be given with

respect to educational methods. As will be the case for section-T1,

the students enrolled in this section may or may not have previous

instruction in educational methOds. Only the students who have

had previous method instruction will be. allowed to teach in' the

public schools.

The fourth and final section, T4,- will use an approach which

combines the economic concepts method of instruction with instruc-

tion in educational methods plus public school classroom teaching

experience. The'students assigned to this section will not have

previous instruction in educational methodology. All of the stu-

dents placed in this section will Lach'in the public. schools.

The economics discipline in this experimental class will be taught.

around the three part interrelationship of economic man with the

eight concepts already discussed.. A professional educator. will

present the methodoIdgy and arrange in class teaching experience'

for the education majors of the class. The economist will teach

6/7 (the remaining 1/7 by the educator) df the'class sessions in

the manner of the spring '76 dry run class discussed below.

Measurement of the effectiveness of this, approach will be made
r



with respect. to the following: .,(1) ge increase in economic know-

ledge of the collePje students, (2) the increase in interest to-'
-/wafds economi cocs by the llege students, a4 (3) the increase in

economic knowledge of the public school studeattaut by teach-._

ers trained under Treatment t4:

Numerous det4'iled hypotheses will be tested n this study.

Rather than,4st* of them,, six generalized hypotheses are, r 40e

listed below:'
k

(IJI, There is a sigO.fican increaseiin the knowledge of

students.in sections T1, T2, T3, T4 as measured by the

Test of Economic Understanding (TEU):7

(2) The increase in.economic knowledge aig measured by the

TEE is significantly greater for T4.tharli1, T2, Or T3.

(3) -There is a significant increase in the.intrest,towards

economics for the students in sections Tlf'T2, T3, and

T4 as measured by the Questionnaire on Student Attitude

Toward Economics (QSATE).8

(4) The increase in interest towards economics, as measured

by the QSATE, for the students in T4 is significantly

greater than for the students, in sections T14 T2,.or T3,

(5,) There'is a significant increase in economic knowledge of

the public sciooL students taught by tl)e college students

trained in Secons Ti, T2, T.3, and T4.
4 i

(6) The increase in economic knowledge of the public school

children taught by co'lege Stuaents trained in-Section

T4 isegreater than the increase lor the public school

children taught by college studgnts trained in Sections

T1, T2; or T3.

12
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Analysis of data will be madgNwith a simple t-test to deter-

mine the change in knowledge and interest for the college stu-

dents involved in the study. A t-test will also 4p used to de-

termine the change in economic knowledge of the public schools

students taught by college students trained in sections T1, T2,

73, and T4:

4
It will be impossible to use m tching or randpm_se.3.ection in

the place of students in,sections 1, T2, T3, or-T4. Therefore,

multiple regres'sicn analysis will be used to analyze the.increase

in ec6EEraic knowledge and interest of the students in section T4

as compared to the students in sections T2, and T3. The pre-

liminary multl.ple regression models currently under consideration

for this corperison, with respect to economic knowledge and interest

are as listed below:

Economic Knowledge Model'
Dependent Variable

,(Post-AEU) (Pre-TEU) .

Independent Variable

X
1

) Age

X,) Sex i = male 0 = female

'3
) Socio- conomic Father (or "breadwinner of the Family " -)in

. .

X4) ) SAT verbal -score

X5) SAT quantitative score

X
6

) Grade point average /

X
7

) Treatment 02 Student in T
2

1 Not in T
2
= 0

X8) Treatment 43' Student in T3 = 1 Not in T3 = 0

X9I Treatment t4 , StudeA'in T4 = 1 Not in TA = 0

white collar occupation = 1 not in white

collar = 0

f

13
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t

-X2) Sex

SAT verbal score

Interest Model
Dependent Variable

(Post-QSATE) - (Pre-QSATE)
. -Indeoendent Variables

X1) PoSt-TEUj

1

X4) SAT quantitative score

X5) Socio-economic (sar'as other model)

X6) Age

X7) Grade A or ii = 1 C, D, or F = 0

X8) Treatrant 42 Student in *T2 = 1 Not in 72,= 0

X9) Treatment 43 Student in T3 = 1 Not in T3- = 0

X10) Treatment 44 ,Student in T4 = 1 Not in 114 = 0

The independent variables were selected on the basis of pre-

vious studies. 10
The model will be refined and modified, with-re-

.

spect to iaulticollinearity, heteroscedacticity and other problems

of 'regression analysis, after the data have been. collected, the
.

model utilized, and the results examined.

There are many problems which Must be considered in the analysis

of the increase in the knowledge of the. public school students

taught by college student trained in Section T4 as compared to the

public school children taught by, college students trained in the
.

other'tecAons. Possible methods by which this analysis can be

accomplished are currently under study.

It should be noted the eight concepts used in the current
1.

Ashland research are similar to the eight concepts 'developed'

ea" r and found in the appendix of this paper. The emphasis

shifts s14\-ightly to include more "consumer economics". This is pre-

*!

-
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meditatively done to equalize--the 1.;e1

playe4`..ky- t4-4-.

*of.the three roles

i, His personal role - household or consumer economics
-.: / . ,

2. His production role - microeconomics

3.
Y
His ptblic role - macroeconomics

13,

It is the goal of this teaching approach to help the student un-

derstand all economic functions and responsibilities.0 ,

Furthermore a second emphasis should be made to pinpoint the

tri-part teaching approach

Discipline
Lnderstanuings

- -

to economic literacy

Methodology ---- ± Practice in.
of teaching the classroom

Preliminary ExiDerimentation for Current Research
in Economic Education at Ashland College

This semester, spring 1976, author FOrd'is conducting a

"dry run" on the research which will have its full implementation

next fall. The brief Bowden economics history Economics Through

The Looking Glass was assigned and discussed as introductory ma-

terial to the course. The eight concepts outlined above are

serving as the core of this introductory economics oil-1gs of 37

. students.: A textbOok, BconomiCs_from,the Consumer's Perspective

by Lewis Mandell, is also assigned. The text, however, is used only

as a spring board to teach the concepts and is, in effect, back-
.

. ground reading. This particular textbook was selected because it

includes material ont'pe consumer economics area not tradWonally

included in economics textbooks; and it was possibleto find all

eight umbrella-cdncepts in the book. As an assigned, chapter Of

the textbook covers a given'concept, tha-t concept is distributed

15



to the students. Subsequently, questions relevant to the concept

are asked in class for each individual to answer for himself..

The next class session, in progrPrrmed'learning fashion, the same

questions are asked the students, then graded and returned to

them for additional reinforcement. These 10-15 questions per

concept require little time as the answers are short; in some cases

a simple ves or no answer. -4"

The concept material presented to the class is handled by

lecture, discussion, simple games and simulations and films such

as the Veit Disney production "Mrs. Peabody's Beach" and the

Chamber cf Commerce "Freedom 2000". The wide variety of teach-

ing techniques is used to elevate interest and-alter the approach

to reach the variety of 4tudents in the class. The class chose

a 50% objective and 50% essay testing farm for the usual examin-
.

aticns of the semester.

The st.gdents,are responding well to the concise concept

approach, which presents a sharp picture of what it tp they are

to understand. Over and over it is possible to refer to the three

economic roles of the individual and how a given concept-fits into

the whole. it, is, of course, the goal of thiA project to signifi-

cantly elevate economic 14pracIr of the students involved.

This semester's preliminary research in contrast to the fall

of 1976's complete research design includes only the first oft...the

three parts of the total design, namely, the discipline understanding.

..Nowei7er,it is interesting-to observe tentative tesults from this.

preliminary work.

16
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The increase in economic knowledge for theprelimin41, study

was measured by sixteen microeconomic questions on the TEU. The'

number of right answers on the first Sixteen questions of Form A.,

and also Form 13 of the TEC test were recorded.

t-test was used to determine if there was a significant

increase in the amount of economic knowledge for both the experi-

mental z;ecticn and control secti:n. results arc listed in\

Table I.

TABLE 1
rproverent in :EU Scores for Control

and Experimental Sections

Pre-T.est Post Test .t-test
Mean Mean Comparing Means

vntrol (N=27) 8.33 9.48 1.42+

Experimental (N=29) 9.69 12.28 4.71++.

Significant at a .05 level
}Significant at a .01 level

The results indicate that the change in TEU scores for the

experimental section is 'significant at a .01 level. The change

in TUE scores is also significant for the control section but at

a .05 level.

A t-test of the differencei between: the TEU change rates,

shown intiTable 2, indicates that the treatment grOup showed a sig-

nificant increase over the control group but only at a .10 level.

TABLE 2
Comparison bgtween the Control Section and Treatment Section

Changejastaahe TEU (16 microeconomic questions)

Absolute improvement

Cont 1 Experimental T-Test
ATM: A TEUA
(N=27) (N=29)

*

1.15 2.14 1.34+.

Significant at a .10 level
17
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Matching or random placing of students into the experimental

section or the control section could not be used. Thereforeny.

variables other-than treatment may have

increases recorded on the microeconomic

The dat were fitted to a

in s for -the sixteen rdcroeconomic questions on Form A and

For_ B of ther-TEC as the dependent variable.

The inCependent,:reriables used are listed.in Table 3.

caused the siginificant

questions of the TEU.

regression.rodel wnicn used the change

TABLE 3
Independent Variables

Class rank
Age
Sex
Major
Major
'Socio-Lcon

Sock -;con

Treatment .section
Pre-Interest Test

Score
SAT Total
Grade Point Average
Pre-TEU

tipperclassman = 1
. ,

male = 1 .feraie = 0

other = 0

education.= 1 other = 0
business = 1 ° other = 0
father or mother attended college

- yes = 1 no = 0
family breadwinner
yes =
yes =

1 no = 0
1 no = 0

is a white collar worker

The variables which statistically appeared not to be related

to the dependent variable were eliminated. The resulting regression.

equation included three independent variables which were memberships

to the treatment group, SAT score, and pre-TEU score.,. The .regression

results are as follows:

A TEU = 1,523 + 1.427 Treatment + ;.006l SAT
(2.01) . (2.92)

- .635 Pre-TEU R2 = .35)
(-4.73) F =8.27

18
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As indicated by the regression equation all of the t-values,

which are indicated by the numbers in the parentheses, are signi-

ficant at a-.05 level. Both the treatment and the SAT scores are

positively related to the-change in TEU scores. However, con-

trary to a prior knowledge, the pre-TEU score is negatively relative

to the change in the TEU scores.

The F-ratio `indicates the R2 is significant at a .01 level.

however, the R2 value -also indic'ates that only .355 of the Variation

the change cf TEU scores cane explained by these three inde-

. pendent variables,

A third regression model was calculated to determine the con-

tribution of the treatment to the explanation of the variance in

change of the TEU scores over and above the effects of the SAT

scores and pre-TEV scores. The model is as follows:

ATM; = 1.526 Jr .0064 SAT -'.581 Pre-TEU

E2 = .297
F = 9.73

t
In order to test the hypothesis that the change in the TEU

scores is significantly greater for the treatment section than the

control section over and above the effects of SAT and pre-Tr

score differences, an F ratio was calculated. The value of the

F ratio, which was F = 2.71 with dfl = 1 and df2 = 46, is not sig-

nificant at a .05 level.

dor
It should also-be mentioned that in the preliminary study two

professors were utilized, one in the experimental section and the

other pr the control section. Due to this fact, the contribution

'of the treatment towards the explanation of the dependent variable

could in'part be due to professor differences. This problem will
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not be encountered in the nain study.

Another dependent variable was also examined with the inde-
.

pendent variables mentioned above. .Potential gain which is equal

to the change in the Tit post-test score and pre =test score divided

AP by sixteen (the number of possible right answers) minus the pre-TEU

score was utilized as the dependent variable. The use of this depen-
-,

dent variable gave results similar to the models discussed above.

Although the results of the preliriinary study are far -fr9m

conclusive, they are generally positive and warrant the main'study

in the Fall of 1976.

Fully Tested Research and Publication Plans

A second year, 1977-78 the preparation of a college teacher

guideOsed on this research is planned. The guide Could be used

by any college instructor with any economics materials for the

teaching of pre-service education majors. The guide would folldw

the evaluation, organization and refinement of the l976-77 research.

Publication of this guide, which would include the umbrella concepts

apd materials and methods.to be used by the _college teacher for

implementation of the concepts, should serve as a highly useful

instrument in the goal of economic literacy of pre-service education.

majors and the school children they subsequently teach.

There is no. simple way to improve the economic literacy of

the American public. It would appe-ar the best approach is to

work with teachers both in-service and pre-service.. This research

project is directed to the training and equipping of pre-service

education majors in economics. The approach, indeed the innova-.

20
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tions contained herein, ought go a long way to the end of improved

economic literacy of tiy%se F.erved.

In agreement with tlus statement a leader in support of
---

curriculum study and educational progress, the Martha Holden

Jennings Foundation of-Cleveland, gratefully funded the first year

of this research with the invitation ta apply for the second year.

A plea is made for ever bore research in economic edlication.

There is much to be lost and the hour is late.

.
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CONCEPT I

Role of Specialization and Mechanization
for Production

f

Human wants exceed society's ability to satisfy them. Re-
sources (land,:labor, capital, and entrepreneurship) are scarce
and must in so4e way be rationed: Moreover, human wants tend to
increase at a, aster rate than the ability to increase production
of goods an rvices. Thus, the basic questions in any economic
system are: rat is to be produced? How much should be produced?
How-shoUld pwduction take place? And, how should what is produced
be distribut4B?

The satisfaction of individual wants is limited by the in-
dividual's i-tcone which,, in turn, is limited by,his capacity to
produce. The satisfaction of society's wants is limited by the
availability and productivity of its scarce factors of production
(land, labor, capital and entrepreneurship). Since resources are
scarce relative to human wants, the most efficient use of re-
sources would lead to_greater satisfaction of these wants. If a
more efficient way is found to produce something, or if a more
productive use is found for a particular resource, then taking
advantage of the greater efficiency will release some productive_
'resource for some other use. Some of the waysto be more efficient
are ,division.of*labOr, specialization and mechanization of produc-
tion-methods. Objectives of-varicus economic societies are quite ,

sirilar; such as economic growth, tability, and security. How-.
ever, the objectives of economic freedom and justice, are viewed
differently by different economicsystems. -°\

Each business firm will seek to produce at the lowest possible
cost. A businessman sslling at any given market price cap,bY low-.
eying his costs, make more profitmer diminish his losses: 'Po lower
costs businessmen, continually sdeR: more efficient techniques
'of production; (2) less expensive combinations of,factors that can
produce their commodity; and (3) a larger, more' efficient scale of
production. If one businessman can produce more efficiently than
others, he may continue to sell 'at the same price as the others,
making greater profits, or he may (under_ some circumstances) .cut
his price'somewhat to take business away from his competitors, and,
thereby make greater profits. But usually this is an unstable sit-
uation; as the driVe for profits leads other businesSes to adopt the
lower cost methods. Competiiion between businesses, if effective,
drives the price down to a new level. The new price covers the new
costs of:production, plus the normal level of profit. Thus, effective?

competition wipes out the temporary large profit margins of one firm,
lowers the piice to consumers, and 'forces the remaining businesses
to adopt the more efficient methods of production. Firms that can-
not keep up with and continually adjust to improved and lower-cost
methods are eliminated by ,losses as their sucpessful competitors
drive the prie downs,

I f
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To the individual the real cost of anything purchased is the
satisfaction' given up by not being able to aoquireahything else.
This is known as "opportunity cost".

The market place;without'competition is known as imperfect.
This imperfection, which in the extreme case is monopoly one
producer - may work to the disadvantage of the consumer. The
reverse results of perfect competition found in imperfect competi-
tion would be higher prices and 1CWe'T quantities of goods and'ser-
vi-ces for the consumer. Since such tresults may come from imperfect
,market structure conditions, the United States-passed legislation i
such as the Sherman Anti-Trust Act and Clayton Act to foster or
protect competition._ Extenuating conditions, however, may indicate
consumer welfare is Letter served by the imperfect than the perfect
market structure. SuCh extenuating conditions include large scale
.r large size requirements for production efficiency, and the
natural" monopoly state of non-duplicating services such as tele-

phones.

CONCEPT II
Role of Alternati'e Systems

for Income Distribution

The usual classification of economic systems is tradition,
command, and-market. Tradition solves the problem of production
and distribution by enforcing continuity of tasks and rewards
through social institutions such as the caste system. Typically,
the solution imposed by tradition is a static one in which little
change,occurs over long periods of time. The command solves the
economic problem by imposing allocations of effort or reward by a
governing authority. Cotmmand can. achieve rapid economic growth.
The government role can be one of an extreme totalitarian nature
or one of a more mild democratic- form. The market system is a
'complex mode of organizing society in which order and efficiency
emerge from aseeming/y uncontrolled society. The economic de-
cisions are made by peopledas voters, consumer workers, savers,
-and investors4 Signals well inscribed on the market system in
the form of supply and demandlargely.determine price. The prices,
in turn, play a large part in answering,the basic economic questions.

The economic systems of the World can be placed on a continuum
with no government owflership of productive resources on one end and
-total government control forming the other end. The market assumes
.the principle' burden of solving the basic economic problems in the
first-situation while thergovernment planners determine how to solve
these problemg 4. the second situation Communism is a.kind of
-command. Key decisions are made.by the Communist party, and
thAre is important denial of political aerd civil liberties. There
is greater government control of an "economic system ir? a Communist
system than in asocialistic system. The socialist system can be.
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placed somewhere in the middle of the continuum.

3

Any economy and thereby those within that economy have what"-
they collectively produce and only whit they produce. The key to
a better standard cf living -Rthat is a rising real income - is'
based on inproVed productivity. Productivity is the output per
Man'hour worked. The phrase real income refers to one's actual
purchasing power. A dollar increase in inco4 matched by an in-
crease in cost leaves the purchasing, power of the individual un-
changed. Real income increases only as real output i.ncreases.
Lconomic security is a prime goal of most'individuals.

National income is classified into payments to th$ four fac-
tors cf production rent tO land; wages to labor; interest to

'asset holders; and profit to owners or entrepreneurs of-business.
Price or c-cst cf the factors of production is the exchange value
cf these prod-,;cts or services The Costs, which became income to'
the receiver are largely determined by supply and demand forces
it the market place. Therefore, rent', wages, interest and profit
are all types of pricet as well- as types of costs."'

.

jThe income of one family will depend to sbne extent on the
ability of the family to save and to accumUlate private property
(capital and ,naMpral resources as well at one's own-liersonal labor.
Total family- inc is determined by both the quantity of factor
service he has to sell and the price he receives for' thep in the
market. An individual, then has low income.ifi

a. He works (seals his labor.) in a market where the price
(pay) is low

-b), he owns no property
be is unemployed part of the.time

An individualhas:high income if:
a. he sells his labor in a market where-the price is high
b he hat'd large quantity of factors to sell in addition to;

his own labor - he owns property - andtheyorice for-these
factors is favorable"

c: he and the-1177tors he owns are continually employed
."

. It can be seen by an example at this point ,how the lack.of
effebti:Ve competition can affect income distribution in the economy.
N.strong barbers' association bf owners or employees can prevent an
increased supply of barbers from competing effectively with existing
barbeAS, for example, by licensing regulations. The price of hair-
cuts can be kept high, and therefore the barbers' incomes kept high.
Retagal of licensing regulation's and more effective competition by
people wishing to practice at barl2ers would,increase the supply of.
barkiers, lower the price of haircuts, and reduce barbers' incomes,-
.CatiolAVer effective.cOmpetition in the hands of the barbers'
association gives the barbers, instead of impersonal market forces,
a significant degree of-contrdl over the price 'of what they have.:to-,,,
selfl and therefore over their income.

. IE is the goal of each factor of production to increase:its-
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share of national income. For example, organized labor organize-! ,tions have attempted to increase the income share going to theirers. Government transfer payments such as social security,cnV government tax structure, (which taxes higher income at ahigh rate than low incomes), inheritance laws, and so forth,. re-distribute a portion of personal income.

CONCEPT III

Role of Price

*--;Demand is different from want. A person can want anything,but a demand indicates the perSon is able and willing to' buya product or goods. .44amy factors determine demand such as taste,money available, spending habits, availability of products, andcost of borrowing.
Specifically, demand is defined as the amountof a good buyers" will actually bux,et any one time at each of thepossible. prices that might be ckowed. The various amounts at4ifferent prices demanded will ch-i4.4e as. the factors which de-termine demand change. Significarftly, the character of the demandcomes from what is called the law diminishing marginal utility -that is to say that with the cons ir. ion of a given product theutility or satisfaction from the added "units 'of that product willdecline. Furthermore, demand character reflects that more per-sons have low income than high. Suppli, can be defined as theamount of goods a seller will actually sell at any one!time ateach of the possible pricesthat might be received. More pro-ducers are ,able to offer to the market a given product, the higherthe.price'becWase of varying operating efficiency of producrs andrising input prices with larger quantities being consumed: As -with the level of demand, supply offered at various prices willchange "as the factors that determine amount f supply change, such.as higher or,loWer input prices.

.

-
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.The so-called equilibrium Price which is the result of:theinteraction of supply and _demand is the price paid in the marketplate. Other things, equal, wospective buyers will us4Ally offerto buy more bf a commodity at any one time as the price goes down.. Other things, equal, prospective sellers will usually offer-to-sell wore of a commodity as the price goes up, at any one time.In.tonpetitive markets, prices will be determined where both thebuyer's and seller's offe*:are alike. Three important functionsof price can be observed. 'the first function is that of allocator,o.F resources. It is apparent that as the value of aigiven re- ,,,source is higher in One use than in another, those resources willbe paled o the higher-priced use. The second function of priceis tirat:of rationer. If anyone chooses to buy a product at aprice belt) the equilibrium price, he is rationed out of the market.because RS the equilibriumpricew Finally, the third function ofprice is that of ,Lndome distributor._ As the market- mechanism de-
. /
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terrines the value of a product; the value, or the prices of the
factors of production necessary to produce the product are also
determined. This price to thd-factors of production is income
distribution.

CONCEPT IV

Consumer Decision Making

-
.

The consumer goal is to obtain maximum satisfaction from his
available resources. Family financial management is organized
spending and saving geared to a family's way of life, The plan
should be reached by mutual agreement of 'family members. This
planning permits the family to think of alternative living plans
and therefore helps to clarify, to appraise and to put in priority
perscna goals and values. Th;-s-d'can be worked into short-term,
interne late and long-tern goals. Goals are best handled by es-
tablishing a personal time plan; then reviewing, at regular inter
vals, actual conduct against the plan. The consumer has 'specific
and personal problems to consider:

a. Intelligent,budgeting and buying
b. Appropriate savings add investment

.
. c. AlternativeC-iedit forms and their costs ,

The principle of opportunity or alternative costs is important in
analyzing buying and budgeting problems. The principle is that for
any it-em which the consnmpr might purchase, he must consider if :
there is any other item he could buy which would brinkff more satis=faction. .

.
kr

An individual family Budget'should be ta4ored to the family
goals; howevar, it does help to know how other people live and
divide their incomes. A typical household in the USA spends about
-one-fourth of its budget on housing, one-fourth on food, one-fourth
on 'clothing,'personal and medical care and the retaining one-fourth
on transportation,*seducation, recreation and saving's.

A careful shopper is not an impufse buyer; does not expebt
something for nothing; does not buy high'fashion, quickly out-of-
date merchandise; does not charge purchases and does not shop un-
informed.' That same careful shopper will make a plan for large
expenditures; will.buy in quantities with the lowest cost per unit;- -7-
will read labels -and guarantees; will consider time and energy as
well as money and will exercise his right to protest, if needed.

Americans save between - 7% of their disposable income.
These savings may be,put in savings and loan associations, in
banks, in life.insurance companies, in bonds, in stocks, in real
estate, in investment companies', an credit unions. Individuals
save in order to provide for incomes during periods of, reduced in-
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come, such as sickness or retiremegt. The higher the interest
paid and the higher the variability of income the more is saved.
Zae savings of individuals are used by businesses for purchasing
capital goods, important in ters of efficiency, increased piofits,
and the general growth of the economy.

Some cf the factors which investors should consider are the
amount of return, the risk involved, and the liquidity (ease with
which the investment can be converted into cash). Invesfment means
the exchange of money for bonds, stocks, real estate, etc., with
the hope 0: a rise in ualue or income. All schemes to "get rich
quick" should be investigated thoroughly; rarely will any such
scheme guararitee you a higher than normal rate of return without
a higher amount of risk.

Individuals borrow in order to obtain service of large con-.

sumer items without paying for them all at once. Installment
payments can be thought cf as matching the service flow from the'
purchase. Interest is a price and must therefore rise when the
rate of inflation is high. it is important to understand the
differert firts and costs of credit available to the consumer as,
well a the value of a good credit rating and the role of collateral.

COnCEPT V

Role of Savings and Profit

The profit motive is ,the desire to maximize income. This
_ gain concept applies to income received by.all factors of produc-
tion - land, 'labor, capital, entrepreneurship. The role of profit
in a market-economy -is t9 direct production to the ,satisfaction
of the,sceetest number of human wants. Profit maivates people -

to do the things whicle make the economy function . . . to take a
risk, to be effiCient, to respond:to consIlme demand, and to
expand.

The payments to factors of production are: rent to'land,
wages to labor; interest to physical resource holders and profit
to the fourth factor - entrepreneurship. The economist,views pro-
fits as the return to this special type of human resource - 4ntre-
preneutship or entrepreneural ability.

The functions of the entrepreneur - the'services performed
are: (a) to effectively bring together the other three factors
of production, (b)to make basi'c business-policy decisions; (c)
to innovate -1 to introduce new products, production techniques or
forms of business organization; and (d) to assume risk..

A "normal" profit is the minimum return or payment necessary

29
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to retain the_entreorneur_in sane specific line of production.This is a cost - payment for service rendered. Profit as theprime-Dover of the market system influences both the level of re-source utilization and the.allocation among alternative,uses.

Capital goodp are required for econopic growth in order tomake labor more productive and to realize the. efficiencies ofmass production. Producer goods or capital goods means tangibleitems such as machinery, building, and equipment. Businessescan add to a nation's wealth by using existing factories andmachines (capital goods) to produce new objects of wealth, both
consumer goods and capital goods.

- * 3

"Savings", to an economist, means nbt consuming and thereby
making money' available to buginess, government/. and other indivi-duals for their investment or consumption. Business firms fulfillmost 'of their 'money requirements by selling securities (stocks andbonds) tc investors, o;.- by retaining profits in the business in-stead cf paying largei-dividends to stockholders. Individualsseldom invest their savings directly in producer or capital goods;rather, they make their none! sayings available to business firmswhich then invest in these capital goods. Francial institutionsprovide the vehicle for collecting'the savings of bony individualsand thereby make huge sums of money available for investment byindugtry, government, and-other individuals.

.The demand for liquid capital f011ows the Law of Demand: athigh prices (interest rates) the quantity of savings demanded willbe-lower than at low prices. 'Many forces disdourage Reople fromsaving: the desire for current consumption, the need to haveready cash for emergencies, and uncertainties regarding the future.To overcome these forces, a price (interest) must be paid and the-higher the interest rate offered/ the more willing people are. tomake a portion of their current incomes available foi investing.*

Economic growth can take place ohly when savings are madeavailable for investment in-a growing stock of capital goods.
. Therefore, an economy's growth dependsoon its supply of capital.

goods (as well'as natural resources, labor, and technological
innovations). A healthy environment (full employment) stimulatesgrowth by encouraging investment in new capital goods. Because"national income, is high,, savings - so necessary for investments -are also high.

.*Note: A careful distinction should be made between saving and in-vesting. When a person deposits money in a savings account
or buys a few shares of common stock; he is saving his liquidcapital. Only when real (tangible)

or
of wealth are ac-quired oa new home, new plant, r new machines) is an

investment being made. '-When one "invests" in the stock.,market,one is actually savings When a person "saves" by building a
new home, rather than renting an apartment, he is actually
imvesting.=,
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of the factors of production; in.other-words, all that is beingproduced is being consuned. Converting 'real GNP to a per capitabasis and thew examining how fast this per capita figure is growinggives an idea cf how much the standard of living is riding.

Another measufe of economic growth is national income, afigure arrived at by totaling five income classifications: com-pensation of emloyees, proprietor's' income, rental income ofpersons; corporate profits, and net interest. A healthy economicenvironment (full employment) stimulates growth by .encouraginginvestment in new capital goods and by stimulating research anddevelopnent expenditures. -When national income is high, savings -so necessary for investment are also high.

There are a nlirn't,er of ways in which taxes may retardleconomicgrowth. Taxes may reduce the income which individuals have tospend which reduces the sales and profits of business firms whichreduces their incentive to expand; taxes may reduce the amountspecole have to save which may bring about a reduction of investments
.in new plant and equipment, thus 'retarding economic growth and thecreation of new job opportunities; high taxes may reduce after taxprofits making risky business ventures even more unattractive;

high taxes nay reduce individual incentive to-work, thus retardingeconomic "productivity.

The public debt (also called "national debt") refers to thetotal amount borrowed and not yet repaid by the federal govern-ment. Although the public debt has grown' in. size overthe years, it hasp declined as a percentage of national income. Anda growth in national income reflects an increased ability to beardebt and to pay interest.

Inflation, an increase in the general level,of prices, is aresult of the economy attempting to spend beyond the existing levelof output. ,Thetwo major theories of inflation are demand-pull
inflation (excessive demand pulls prices up) and cost-push inflation
(increased -iiidus'trial costs push prices up). Often inflation is acombination of the two and is called push-pull inflation.

he bbsiness cycle, a,fluctuation in economic' activity, canbe measured for.both intensity and duration. During a downward
movement of the business cycle, income, production, profits, andsales fall, while unemployment, rises. During an upswing, the processis revered. Of the many factors which are thought to contribute tobusiness cycles, probably the most significaent is a change in aggre-gate demand. Others.include mismanagement of the money supply,
fluctuation,in capital goods, expenditures and inventories, popula-tion changes; industrial innovations, and,cereain psychological,factors.

Economic instability is caused py fluctuations in aggregatedemand; it manests Itself in fluctuations in the total volume.* of spending in the economy. Monetaryvpolicy (money supply change
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pointed by the President. Throughout the regulation of the moneysupply, the Federal Reserve System indicates its monetary policyof promoting economic stability-and growth. It does this by set-
ting the discount rate, which is the rate of interest federal
reserve banks charge on loans to membev- banks, by adjusting reserve
requirements, which refers to the percentage .of demand deposits
and time deposits that a member bank must' keep on hand or on de-
posit .n a federal reserve bank, and sailing and buyig securities-called open-market operations.

15

Briefly observe how in practice the money supply can be
changed by tihe federal reserve system. The higher the interest
rate (discount rate) charged by the Fed to merbeT- banks, the
higher tne interest rate charge that must be made to, the member
hank's'customers. The higher the interest rate or charge to borrow
money, the less money will be borrowed. As. the 'reserve requirement
is changed, the money supply will likewise change. Banks are re-
quired to ma...ntain reserves equal to only a fraction of their de-posits. Reserve in e;:cess of this amount nay be used to increase
the bank's earnings. For example, assume the reserve requirement
is 20'4_ on demand deposits. If an individual deposits 100 dollars
in bank A, bank A ray lend $80 of this deposit, which it may do,
to another individual, the second individual now has $80 and the--
bank still has the $100 it obtained from the first depositer, so
the money supply has been expanded by $80. This process may be .

repeated until there are no more excess reserves. if the reserve
requirement is 20%, the full money expansion is $500, while if
the reserve rate is 25%, the money expansion is $400. .Finally,
the money supply is affected by the federal open-market, cdmmittee
as it decides to buy or sell government securities to the public.
For-t'xample,,in order for people to bUy the government securities,
they may withdraw the money from the bank, thus, lowering the re-
serves and the lending power of the member bank. .This, in turn,
lowers the total money supply. The amount of nbney in .the economy
directly affects the quantity of business transactons-possible.

-Monetary 'policy of the Federal Reserve System along with fiscal
j.

polio }' of the governnent are the two primary tools used in the U.S.
to bring ali)cut the economic goals of growth and stability for the
countrye:

COaCEPT VIII

Role of International Trade

International(trade involves the exchange of products be--
tweeh the peoples of- different nations. The reas,ons fot such
trade are cl different kinds of resources ate fdund or can be
produced more efficientl' in different parts ofthe world, and
(2) the economic principle of ;specialization" morks in the same
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way between countries as between individuals or between regions ina single country. Foreign trade is a method by whfch the dayAands
cf people for more and better goods can be satisfied at lower costs..

A small country; with few economic resources or product,
cannot hope to maintain an adequate standard of living without en-gaging in international trade. A large nation, such as the cllited./States or the" Soviet Union, which have diversified resources, isless dependent upon international trade than small nations, butlikewise fare much better with international trade than without it.Every country depends on international tradg to supply some cf its
material goods and to sell some of its raw materials or manufacturedproducts%

terms .cf volume, a country's most important foreign econ-omic transactions are importing (the purchasing of commoditiesfrom foreign countries) and exporting (the selling of commoditiesto foreign countries). Imports and exports involve the exchangeof currencies and are, therefore, more corplex than
crdlnar- econcmIc transactions.

The rest obvious reason nations engage in foreign trade isfor absolute advantage; that is, many commodities cannot be grown
cr produced .n certain regions of the world. Without foreign
trade, Americans for example would not have coffee, cocoa, tea,
coconuts, bananas, or any of a large number of commodities that
cannot be produced in the country. Even if a nation could produce.
everything more cheaply than other. nations, it would still pay
that nation tc specialize and trade if it had a corporative advan-
tage in producing sore commodity. To illustrate, suppose a two-
commodity, two-nation world existed in which Florida could produce
both oranges and wool more cheaply than Australia. If Florida's
production-cost advantage were. greater in oranges than in wool,
specialization and trade would profit both-nations. It would pay
Florida to specialize in orange production, where its cost advan-
tage was greater, and it would pay Australia to specialize in wool
production; where its cost disadvantage was less.

An excess of exports over imports, as measured in monetary
values, is called a favorable balance of trade. This means that
a country is sOaing.mpre.abroad than it is buying. The reverse -
that is, buying more from,abroad than is sold abroad is called an
unfavorable balance oftrade. Note that these terms refer_ only
to the_pIrchase--and 'Sale of- goods.

The s'alarIce refers to the flow of funds betweennations ,X t!faVozabIeft.balance of payments exists when more funds
cone ii.n ,a_c:oUntny,from abioad than go out; an "unfavorable" bal-.ance of 4yrat's IS- the opposite.

.

-Acil;unt.rstr,Wi:wose:nastrictions on what can be imported or
upen,the*plIrposes foi.--w4ch foreign receipts may be used when a .

country's-available foieign exchange is dwindling. At other times,

S
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a country may establish import "quotas" to protect the domesticproducers of given products from 'outside comoetition. These andother similar devices are barriers to free international trade.The most comnonly used, barrier is the tariff (a tax or "duty"
assessed against imported products).

Some other parts of the world and especially the EuropeanCommon Market have made considerable progress toward free tradeand other types of cooperation. American products, therefore,moving into these areas will face continuously keener competition.

84


